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American Prize (detail)
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2013-14
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The Rodney Paintings chart two decades of work between a painter and a model.  
A painter and a model sit down to create. What do they produce? How does one evaluate 
the production? Is a portrait better because it looks like the subject? When, over time, the 
model begins to withdraw from view behind a thick screen of self-designed and shifting 
signifiers, what other subject emerges, and how do we think about that? If the portrait 
isn’t personal, isn’t pictorial, then what is it? The Rodney Paintings pose these, and other 
questions about presence, craft, artistic intention and, finally, about the meaning of a genre.

Tim Doud’s works are securely anchored within the conventions of an observational 
genre that, from Aristotle forward, privileges verisimilitude. Early to late The Rodney Paint-
ings exhibit his recognizably signature style: painterly, assured and confident, with bold 
brush stroke, colors precisely laid on. His details are acute, and wry—the clutch of a finger, 
the curve of a leg. Dead Man’s Tux and Birthday Pants are bravura examples of his early skill, 
employing the full-length presentation of the distinguished gentlemen, all the while ironi-
cally undercutting the sources of male power historically central to the genre. The viewer‘s 
gaze is directed inward toward the model, whose presence is authenticated by the artist’s 
mastery of his representational tools. But who is in command? Magisterial and self-com-
posed, to take one example, the subject in Buzz gazes steadily at the viewer.

The genre of the portrait has always been inhabited by the powerful, and exhibiting them 
in a brocade of their holdings and chattel is its historical mission. The subject gazes out in 
privilege, confident in and of the viewer’s gaze. In Doud’s work, however, the exchange of 
looks contests the viewer’s power, because the model’s presence demands more, and the 
look is never without risk. Doud characteristically positions his models very close to the 
canvas, which results in an almost aggressive intimacy,  (This is particularly true for Doud’s 
other figural work—the male nudes come to mind, in which the viewer cannot find a safe 
distance either in an eroticized gaze or safe aesthetic pleasure. The naked body confronts, 
and makes demands from viewers; clothed in fashion, only obscures this power).

In American Aviator, for example, the viewer’s look into the painting is abruptly cast back 
on itself, refracted off sunglasses, in which, in almost infinite regress, one sees details of 
another of Doud’s series—and this one a portrait of the artist himself. The eye-wear, instead 
of functionally adding clear sight, instead, disrupts the viewer’s need to find coherence in 
the work. Who is gazing at whom? In Aviator one is hard pressed to say exactly what is 
being sent up, fashion, gender, or the reflection of the viewer’s need to voyeur in the portrait. 
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The glasses—set literally in the center of the frame—act as mirrors, disrupting the viewer’s 
scopofilic need to find—fulfillment?  meaning? desire met?—in the portrait.

The contrarity of Doud’s formal vision emerges, early, as his Birthday Pants exemplifies. 
This canvas mocks Calvin Klein even as it postures Klein’s commercial appeal. The canvas 
bodies forth a figure—at first glance unmistakingly male—yet whose presentation and fash-
ion are at odds with cultural norms. Conventions in place around protecting the male body 
in display— another topic entirely—are completely undercut—something which Doud has in 
common with Klein. Birthday Pants exploits the canons in place which dictates that the male 
body is a body in action, clothed unless subsumed within a narrative of power or eroticism. 
How to read this body, then?  Hirsute and male, yet offered up to the viewer’s gaze, shirtless, 
in the filmic convention of the female, fully-vulnerable—although tightly controlled in space, 
the body is spread and frontally exposed. The power, again, is in the powerful direct gaze, 
which never drops.

Doud’s designing eye is visible in the framing of the earliest works, where the artist sets 
the formal expectations of portraiture on notice. If the early canvases seem dutifully “repre-
sentational,” the artist chooses angles (above, from a distance; eye to eye, close up) which 
remind the viewer of the uncanniness and threat of any intimacy. In 32/Bird for instance 
the artist plays with the hope, and the veiled threat of intimacy, even in the calculatedly 
aggressive distance between model and artist. More, he undercuts the threat by offering a 
plastic simulacra, a tactic Doud employs in other portraits. To call the bird an “unreal” bird is 
to miss entirely the point of commodity culture, in which authenticity is a label affixed to  a 
manufactured product. Mechanical reproduction leaves even the “real” looking tattered and 
fake, not “as pretty as a picture.”

Likewise, in Du Rag, American Glory, American Prize, and American Aviator, the viewer 
is offered more than a window into a subject; rather, the viewer is given repeated looks 
through the subject into a culture that also functions like a simulacra. Whatever meaning 
the viewer takes must first be refracted first through a set of cultural screens far removed 
from the placid world of the genre;  the model’s fashion choices, and bodily positions, seem 
whimsical, yet this feyness hardens into something with more momentum. Thinking about 
these later works, suddenly one remembers that on bodies and fashion hang profiling, as 
well as most semiotics of reading public identities. We are as we dress, for better or worse.

* * *
A series is first one canvas, and then another. Only in hindsight does it become a series. 

In The Rodney Paintings two sets of eyes shape the design. From the perspective of the 
artist, in the maturing work one sees a tighter focus on craft and a wider generosity toward 
his subject. In this two decade engagement, one sees the subtle confluence of two designs, 
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artist and subject—Rodney, the subject, the model, is rarely “just” a model. Throughout 
Doud’s portrait practice, characteristically he grants his models freedom to become par-
ticipants. In The Rodney Paintings, for instance, the model brings  the essential pose and 
clothing, and even, in some instances (Buzz) directs the lighting. The subject controls the 
presentation, and if portraiture reveals an inner self, one sees here a concatenation of selves, 
all equally compelling, and none of which should be called imaginary. To call them costumes 
misses the point.

What are they, then? The last four works in The Rodney Paintings reflect a pastiche of 
projective fantasies that entirely transcends cultural pieties, whether of fashion or maleness 
or mimesis. In these works the viewer finds herself trapped within a steady gaze from a 
canvas in which the model has, in effect, disappeared, only to reappear as an effect of cul-
ture—what Lacan would call, the Cultural Imaginary. This is the quotidian CNN place where 
head dressing, burkhas and other body signifiers play out as a native brand of fear politics. 
Naïve mimesis and figural representation have disappeared into a resonant explosion of 
cultural pre-fixe signifiers—screens, if you will—upon which flicker the primary process of 
cultural need and desire. Doud’s mature canvases remind the viewer that the body cannot 
be read outside of its cultural presentation. There is no there there—a reason bodies find 
themselves narratized in erotics or violence in order to attain visibility in news or in cinema.

The entire 18 canvases represent 20 years of work. In this pas de deux, the artist—as 
much as subject—explores questions posed by portraiture in a commodity commerce— 
revelation, and concealment, narrative and the hope of fulfillment, commodity and econom-
ics, appropriateness and humor. If the title of Room and Board winks slyly at commodity, 
and gestures to the hapless retail worker in the shop of the same name, it also points to the 
model, unpaid, who engages in the work of being painted, year after year after year. But it 
also pinions the artist who equally collaborates in this woeful economy.

To end where I began. The artist and the model sit down to work. What have they pro-
duced? In Doud’s accomplished work the viewer’s gaze is never permitted to rest in the 
stasis of pleasure, either narratively or imagistically. In the portraits exhibit at The New Bed-
ford Art Museum, one sees  wonderfully strange selves, as they emerge in the delicate yet 
confident explosion of image, political need, and commercial appeal. The model and the 
artist converge in a bravura explosion of  color and form and shape. These portraits, at the 
same time, embody recognizable, even comic, cultural landscape of products, brands, and 
the realization that profilings of different sorts are themselves only more brandings.

September 2014
Edward J. Ingebretsen, Ph.D

Georgetown University
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Du Rag  
15  x 15 in.  
oil on Linen  
2006
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American Glory 
40 x 29 in.
oil on Primed Paper,
2013
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American Aviator 
40 x 29 in., 
oil on Primed Paper,
2013
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American Prize
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
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Dead Man’s Tux 
60 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
1996
Dead Man’s Tux is in the Collection of  
sammlung Wieneke, Frankfurt germany
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The Extra (Woody Allen, Celebrity)
40 x 29 in.
oil on Primed Paper
1998
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Band Aid
30 x 22 in.
oil on Primed Paper
1998
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32/Bird
15 x 15 in.
oil on Linen
2002
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Birthday Pants
oil on Linen
2002
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The Designer
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2005
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The D.I.
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2008
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Room and Board
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2009
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Blinblineo
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2010
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Buzz
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2011-12
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See
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2012
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Buffalo Check
40 x 40 in.
oil on Linen
2013-14
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